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to me 

I honestly don't see how someone can possibly be as completely ignorant of how the system works as you are. 

First of all I am not part of your case with Reo UNTIL the Ohio court sends me a summons which it has not 

done and if it should ever do so all I have to do is file a motion to be removed on the grounds that you have to 

sue me in Mo. court. Also, you thinking that you can file an appeal to have me sent to prison for expressing my 

constitutional rights is a huge joke, the ONLY thing that the 8th circuit can do is send the case back to your 

district which it won't do for lack of jurisdiction. It is interesting to note that the ONLY lawsuit involving you to 

ever make it to trial is the one where you are the defendant. It is also funny how Reo has forced you to publicly 

admit what a complete loser you have been in life by having to file for indigent status and tell the world that 

Roxie is a morbidly obese half wit who cannot even spell simple words. I always knew that you were a complete 

loser who can de nothing but whine online, well Marty boy, be prepared to have to whine and beg the court for 

mercy for years because you have already lost this lawsuit. Reo is going to get this judgment and while it will be 

hard for him to get enforcement for an out of state judgment it is not impossible. The Mo AG has enforced out of 

state judgments before, but only for Mo residents. What is going to happen is that he is going to use the 

judgment to start a whole new round of takedownm. Having this judgment in his pocket will insure that ANY 

server company that has even one customer in Ohio will not be able to do business with you without him suing 

them and winning. It looks like you're going to end up on a third world kiddie porn server after all. How much do 

you have to lose before you realize that you are on the wrong path? 
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